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I. INTROD~CTIO~ AND WORKPLAN 

1. TIME FRAME 

This report covers the joint mission carried out between 23 May and 1 June 

1988 under project DP/ALB/86/004: "Experimental Station for Wine Production". 

Thus, the duration of the mission was 10 days, exactly as envisaged in the 

project terms of reference (annex IV) and the employment conditions (Special 

Service Agreement). 

2. TERMS OF REFERENCE 

The terms of reference of the two consultants are given in annex I, to 

permit comparison tdth the work actually done. 

3. CHRONOLOGICAL ACCOUNT OF THE EXPERTS' ACflVITIES 

The experts jointly carried out the.programme of visits and activities 

described in chronological order belo~. 

23 May 1988: Travel Madrid-Geneva-Zurich-Tirana. The mission arrived at 

Tirana at 5 p.m., although departur~ from Madrid took place at 6.15 p.m.; the 

reason was a three-hour delay in Ziirich. The mission was met by the national 

counterparts of the experts, Mr. Vangjel ligori (Head of the Food Technology 

Department) ~ud Mr. Zamir Myftiu (Hearl of the Department of Technological 

Design). Dinner with the counterparts and a representative of the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs. who began to describe the characteristics of the Albanian 

\"iticultural and i..:ine sector in general an•1 gavt.· some general structural 

information on Albania. 

At the diMer. a private study was made of the characteristics of the wines 

served (Albavin de Riesling and Albavin de Merlot iqss). 

24 May 1988: At 9 a.m .• visit to the ln&titute fvr Light and Food Industry 

Studies and Projects. An~lysi& cf the technical and design characteristics of 

the new cP.ntre, jointly with the two ~ounterparts and an architect of the 

Institute. Visit to the site. 

The project document was collected and studied in private. 
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25 May 1988: Travel to Lushnja to visit two Ministrr of Agriculture experi

mental viticultural centres intended for the testing of experimental hybrids: 

one free-standing and the other with grafting. Visit to the Dushk nursery of 

the '.'finistry of Agriculture where there are 1.200.000 plants grafted by the 

English system. with which 40 per cent rooting is achieved. Interview with Mr. 

Petraq Sotiri. 

Visit to Tepleme by the River Vjose. Private study of the wines tasted 

(red Kallmet + Saperavi, two-year-old Albavin de Herlot, 1987 Tokay Vere and 

Bardhe, Shehibardhe, Sheshizy). 

Visit to Girokastra. 

The entire visit took place in the company of the counterparts, who 

provided ample information on the structural systems for grape and wine 

production and marketing. 

26 May 1988: Travel to Saranda in Delvina district. where the Delvina cellars 

were '\"isi ted; the oenologists Marika Zhonga and Kristofor Buzi showed us round 

the cellars. The cellar has a distillery for wines. 

The following wines were tasted anc studied: Deh·ina Riesling, Delvina 

Delvina Seco. Delvina Merlot 1987. Delvina Merlot 1986. 

Visit to Butrint and its production zone. 

27 May 1988: Visit to various production zones of Saranda, Vlore. Fier an·j 

Tirana. 

28 May 1988: Visit to the Viticultural Institute. Analysis of the centre and 

description of Albanian viticulture and \Oine-making. 

Tasting and study of three-year-old Merlot and two-year-old Cabernet wines. 

Visit to the Gj Dimitrov N.B. Ndermarrja Buges8re Agricultural Enterprise and to 

the 17 Nentori N.B. Agricultural Enterprises. 

Lecture by the viticultural expert to: 

Stefan Gjoka (Director) 

Petrak Sotiri (Head. Viticultural Sector) 

Abedin Cic;i (Former scientific staff-member for viticulture and fruit-growing) 

Ali Merja (Director of the Viticulture and fruit-growing Winter Station) 

Tosso Nini (Viticultural expert in tbe Institute) 

Edn1ond Serbo (Viticultural expert of the !1in)stn· of Agriculture) 

Sheme Krasnipi (Director of the LushujP viticuJture agricultur:1] enterprise) 
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!'laq~arit Qirjoigi (Agronomy Chief of that enterprise) 

\'augjel Boshor {Head of the Viticultural Sen..-ice of Lushuje region). 

29 Mar 1988: Visit to Berali. its production zone and its large food-prnduction 

enterprise. Meeting 1'iith all of the directors, 1i<ith an account of the 

production methods and the products obtained. The following wines were sampled 

and studied: Shesh i Bardhe 1986, Shesh i Zy 1987, Herlot 1986. Shesh i Zi 

1986, and Kallmet 1985. 

The principal senior officers who accompanied us and explained the 

processes were the Director of the Stathi Karaja Enterprise, the chief engineer 

of the Mikel Boza.xhin Enterprise and the graduate oenologist, Luan Lico. 

30 Hay 1988: Data were obtained regarding the tenders submitted for the 

installation of the wine-cellar (Magga, Meat, Padovanj and appropriate changes 

were made. 

Visit to the Kantina veres Durres, accompanied by the directress, Klara 

Minga. the chief engineer. Bashkim Laknore. the former chief engineer. Bardhyl 

\'elca, and the head of the wine-cellar, Prokop Kushi. 

The follo"'ing wines were tasted and studied: Shesh i Bard.he Durres 1987, 

Shesh i Bardhe Durres 1987, Shesh i Bardhe Skodi 1984, Dimiat Shkodem 1987. 

Shesh i Bard.he Albavin Tirana 86. Shesh i Bardhe Lushnja 1987. Tokai Lushnja 

1987, Aligotere Durres 1987, Kallmet Durres 1987, Duoma Kallmet Durres 1985, 

Shesh i Zy Durres 1986, Merlot Durres 1973, Merlot Tirana 1985, Shesh i Zy 

Tirana 1986, Merlot Lushnja 1987, Shesh i Zy Shkoden 1987, Merlot Shkoden 1987, 

Kallmet Shkoden 1987, Kallmet Shkoden 1985, Kallmet Shkoden 1983, Kallmet 

Shkoden 1981. as well as various blends: cabernet x shesh i zy. shes i zy x 

kallmet. kallmet x saperavi. cabernet sauvignon x vlosh. kallmet x alicante 

bouche, kallmet. x cab~rnet, kallmet x saperave and two other kallmet x alicante 

bouche. A Grenahze (garnacha) was also tasted. Lecture on the theory of tast

ing. 

31 May 1988: Visit to tte Food Technology Institute accompanied by the 

Director-General, Kujtim Bi-:aku. The project for the cent1·e was analysed and 

the necessary alte~ations were made 

lecture given to the senior staff of the ln•~itute by the oenology expert 

on the making. treatment and aging of wines. 
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Interview ""ith the Head of Oenology Department of the Ministry fot· the food 

Industry. Jani Demo, and with the oenologist of the Durres experimental 

wine-cellar. Myslim Ysufi. 

Intervie\O wit~ the Vice-Ministers of Industry and External Affait"s at which 

their specific views were obtained. 

l June 1988: Final interview with the counterparts. 

Return to Madrid via Rome. Arrival at 7 p.m. 

This account shows that the experts scrupulously and carefully carried out 

the following activities specified in the terms of reference: 

Visits to the most important wine-making plants in the country; 

Visit to the instcallations of the Food Industry Institute; 

Survey of the Institute's oenology equipment; 

Analysis of the future µroject and its location, with the engineers: 

Visits to the most important vineyards of the country and analysis of their 

shortcomings; 

Survey of the equipment at the disposal of the Institute and of other 

laboratory equipment. 

4. REPORTS 

The attached analytical and detailed reports wer~ prepared jointly by the 

t\>O experts and contain: 

with. 

:\ detailed list of the equipme.1t; 

The training programme; 

Diagnosis of the situation regarding wine-production in Albania: 

Conclu~ions: 

Recommendations. 

Thus the terms of reference set for the experts have been fully complied 

We express our thanks to all of the persons mentioned in this report, 

without whose assistance this mission could not have been carried out or would 

not have been so productiv-e. 

We very particularly ~ish to express our thanks to Mr. Vanjel Zigori and 

Mr. Zamir Myftu for their help and the constant dedication and efficiency they 

displayed in their \.:Ork. They are the genuine driving force behind the prnject. 
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II. ASPECTS OF THE PRODUCTION OF WINE-MAKING GRAPES IN ALBANIA 

1. ALBANIA 

The total area of vineyards in Albania is approximately 20.000 ha, of ~hich 

14.000 ha are in production and 6,000 ha are young vineyards. 
(a) 

The average yield is some 60 metric quintals/ha, with actual production of 

840,000 quintals and potential of 1,200.000 quintals for the whole of the 

country (Petraq Sotiri). 

According to estimates made in Tirana, grape production amounts to 560,000 

quintals (Vangjel Zigori), 32 per cent being used for the production of wine. 2 

per cent for grape juice and 60 per cent for spirits (Raki), I consider that 

table grapes ha\·e been included, possibly making up the rest. 
(b) 

OIV mentions an area of 12,000 ha, with production of 440,000 quintals of 

grapes (37 quintals/ha). of which 390,000 quintals are table grapes (68 per 

cent}. the rest (32 per cent) being intended for wine-making and distilling. 

with a production of 220,000 hl of wine for consumption and distilling. 

2.GE~ERAL DISTRIBUTION OF VI~EYARDS 

Albania is divided into four horticultural zones, from the coast to the 

interior: 

A. Coastal zone 

This occupies the low-lying part of the country, along the coastal strip. 

\;ith altitudes ranging from sea-level to 300 m, with flat land and small hills. 

The largest area of vineyards, approximately 100,000 ha, corresponding to 50 per 

cent of total Yineyards. is located in this area. 

The most important districts are: 

Tirana, Dun·es. Skodra, Lezha, Vlc.ra, Lushnja, Piere . . . etc. 

All of the vineyards visited were irrigated, though occasionally some are 

not irrigated. engaging in the p1·oduction of table grapes. wine and spidts for 

domestic consumption. 

(a) One metric quintal = 100 kg 

(b) Organisation International du Vin 
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B. Hilly zone 

This is a medium-altitude nne. lying at altitudes bet""een 300 and 600 m. 

"'·ith appl·oximately 6.000 ha of vineyards. 

The ~ost important districts are: 

Elbasan. Kruja. Gramsh, Berat, Librazhd, Hirdete, ... etc. 

c. Submontane zone 

This is the intermediate altitude zone of the country, at 600-800 m above 

sea-level. The area devoted to vineyards is 3,000-3,500 ha. 

The most important districts are: 

Kor~a, Pogradec, Kolonja, Dibra, etc. 

D. ~ountain zone 

This contains the highest vineyards in the country, which lie at 

approximately 800-1.000 m above sea-level, with an area of about 1.000 ha. 

The vineyards produce basically for local consumption and production also 

includes early table grapes. 

3.SOIL ASD CLIMATE 

Although the soil in the vineyards is highly varied in character depending 

on its situation. area. depth and richness. it is generally clayey-sandy of 

medium composition . with pH bet""een 5.5 and 6.8 and rarely between 6.5 and 7.2. 

The climate is of the mediterranean type in the coastal and intermediate 

zone. with continental influence in the interior, which is at a much higher 

altitude. The winters are severe in the mountains, while the summers are hot in 

the plains, ~ith very great annual variations in temperature. 

The maritime influence is felt only in the narrow coastal strip, the 

mountain chains soon neutralizing its effect. 

The active period of vegetation for vines varies from 192 days in Kor~e to 

322 days in Sarande. 

Heat summation ranges from 3,109° C in Kor~e to 5,338° c in Sarande. actual 

tempeutures being 1,307° C and 2,383° C at those locations. 

The hours of daylight in the active vegetation period also vary greatly 

from 1.634 in Peshkopi to 2,460 in Vlore. 
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The helicthermic integrals are therefore highly variable. from 2.39 in 

~or~e to 6.24 in Vlore. 

Conditions are perfect for vine vegetatioa. permitting a ""ide range of 

varieties and production of both table and wine-making grapes as well as grapes 

for air-drying. 

Days of 

vegetation 

Hours of 

daylight 

Total 

active 

temp. 

Total 

actual 

temp. 

XH.10 
Zone 

Durres 287 2,292 4,581 2,130.5 4.88 

Vlore 307 2.460 5.269 2,538.0 6.24 

Kor~e 192 1.832 3,109 1,307 2.39 

Shkoder 248 2.077 4. 712 2.267.8 4. 71 

Tirane 264 :,157 4,128 2,230.6 4.81 

Peshkopi 199 1.634 3.383 1.511.9 2.47 

Sarande 322 2.400 5.338 2,383.6 s. i2 

4.\'INE TRAINING 

In the coastal zone. vines are generally trained usiDg the espalier method 

with th1·ee "·ires, th.e first at a height of 1-1.20 m above ground level and the 

third at approximately 2 m. 

Table grapes are usually trained in arbours with an average height of 2 m. 

The mother vines for grafting are also trained in espaliers with three 

\Oire!>. 

In all cases, the uprights are of reinforced concrete and the wire is 

galvanized. 

The commonec;t form of pruning is the double-spur method (Guyot), with a 

double cordon in some situations and varieties. The load per plant is of about 

14-18 buds per stock. 

The planting layout varies. there being vineyards with layouts of 

2 x 1.2 in. 2 x 1.50 m and up to 3 x 1.5 m, corresponding to 4.160, 3,300. anrl 

2,220 stocks per hectare. respectively. according to location and development. 
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In the mountainous zone, the general form of training is lo~ and ft·ee. on 

the "Gobelet" system with arms that support short shoots. 

!he transitional zones - hills and submontane - have intermediate and mixed 

forms ~ccording to situation and location. 

5.TJLLING OF THE VINEYARDS 

Soil-tilling operatioPs are mechanized when possible, using tractors and 

implements between the lines. Vineyards planted on terraces, frequently narro~. 

approximately following contour lines. are worked by hand or with small motor 

cultivators. 

Tractors are not used between the stocks and there is pract:cally no use of 

herbicides at the foot of the vinestJcks, because the corresponding work is done 

with the abundant manpouer available in the country. 

There is no Mechanization in summer pruning, the tying dO\o.TI of t.endrils. 

harvesting nor in winter pruning. all of this work being carried out by hand 

O\o."ing to t.he abundant manpower available. 

Harvesting is carried out. carefully. using ~ooden boxes and intermediate 

separator strips. which are piled one above tile ot1'er without compressing the 

fruit.. In all the wine-cellars visited, there were no grape acceptance hoppers. 

but instead t.here "'"ere conveyor belt.s for emptying the harvesting boxes. 

Phytos~nitary treatment is carried out \o."ith mechanical equipment but the 

use of backpacks is also frequently encountered. 

~-VINEYARDS VISITED 

The experimental base of the city of Dushku. Viticult~re Department of the 

Tirana Viticulture Institute. 

Experimental area in Tirana. Viticulture Department of the Tirana Viti

culture Institute. 

Shamer vineyard in the Saranda region, Delvina district. Operated directly 

by the Ministry of Agriculture. 

i.R£COMMENDATIONS 

l. It is desirable to maintain anrl preserve the considerable indigenous 

ge1·minal plasma existing in Albania, establishing a good "germinal plasma bank" 

as a basis fo1· future itadety imprnvement. 

' 
' ' 
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2. It is desirable to make a clonal and sanitary selection of the indigenous 

material. "ith diversified aians for the purposes of producing table grape~. 

air-drying grapes. \iines and distilled products. 

3 •. rhe work at present in hand for .-ariety improvement should be continued. 

fundamentally based on selected indigenous and fo1eig1: \·arieties of interest for 

purposes of improvement. 

4. The health of the vegetable material imported should be investigated 

(fundaJDentally, from the point of viek' of virosis). studying its adaptation to 

ecological condition in the country before distribution. 

S. The stocks used should be diversified. making studies on the affinity of 

the scions and the stocks on which they are grafted in various adaptation 

situations. 

6. It is desirable to spread the use of herbicides in vineyards, since 

cultivation may come to a halt under certain conditions. 

1 • P· >grammes for the fertilization and irrigation of the vineyard that "ould 

maintain or increase production should be established. al\O'ays "'ithout a loss of 

quality. and even "i th an impro\·ement in qual i tr. 

8. A gradual programme for the increase of ~ineyard mechanization should be 

developed. since mechanization is at the moment at a lo" level, being used only 

in tilling the soil. 

9. The application of systemic cryptogamicides for \·ineyards should be !'tudieJ 

and disseminated. 
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III. ASPECTS OF WINE-GRAPES PROCESSING IN ALBANIA 

I.BACKGROUND 

Wine and vineyards had existed in Albania since the pre-Roman period but 

suffered a major reverse in the 500 years in 111.ilich the country was under Otto1nan 

domination, when wine-making for direct consumption practically disappeared, all 

that was left being processing for later distillation to obtain the spirit knok'Il 

wider the naae of "Raki" . 

Albanian wine-making has been re-established for only 30 years and at the 

moment wine-making is an important factor in the country• s food industry, which 

incidentally represents 48 per cent of the country's economy. 

2.PROCESSING 

To maKe a critical and balanced judg~ment of the present state of this 

sector in Albania. we shall dh-ide it into the fcllot::ing chapters. 

A) Raw materials; 

B) Processing cellars; 

C) Control of the finished product; 

D) Bottling and packaging; 

E) Wine-making techniques; 

F) Sensorial analysis, 

A) RA~ MATERIALS 

This aspect. was fully commented on and studied by the viticulture expert. 

Please, see Part II, above 

B) PROCESSING CELLARS 

There are some twenty wine-cellars in t.he country, most of which "ere 

visited. 

The installations are of mediwn quality and rather run dokn, especial!)' as 

regards t.he store-houses. 

Most of them do not have any refrigeration installation nor anr 

installation for the treatment of musts or wines. 

The store-houses do not guarantee perfect conservation of the "''inc, and in 

most cases symptoms of oxidation and stonge problems i.:ere observed in the \dne5 

(excessive development of aroma. colour, etc.). 
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The machinery for processing grapes into wine is i·udimentary but. is not 

unsuitable. Similarly, in most cases there are filtration and pumping systems. 

etc. 

C) CONTROL OF THE FINISHED PRODUCT 

The Tirana Food Technology Institute has some suitably equipped laboratory 

installations for carrying out analysis using physical. chemical and 

aicrobiological •et.hods under the management and control of Mr. Vangel Zigori, 

who is perfectly familiar with all the existing methodologies available at 

present.. 

The Institute's equipment needs to be supplemented by a few 

small apparatuses ~s reco11111ended in the appropriate annex. 

The analyses that can be carried out at the centre at the moment are 

suff:icient to guarantee the necessary control of wines and and derivat:.ves 

Brandy, Eau de Vie, etc.) 

It would be desirable for the technicians to receive specific training on 

the analytical control of wines and diagnosis. 

D) BOTTLING AND PACKING OF PRODUCTS 

At the moment, bottling does not protect against leakagP or penetration of 

air and thus does not totally protect the wine. 

The bottles are irregular in shape and of defective quality; above all. 

the corks are of very low quality, by no means protecting the wine nor 

guaranteeing its keeping qualities. 

The quality of the cork used is possibly the greatest present problem for 

the stability and domestic marketing of the product and would really be a great 

problem for export. 

E) ~!NE-MAKING TECHNIQUES 

Greater training of technicians in wine-making is necessary. It would be 

very useful to can·y out a wine-making c.>urse in the framet..'ork of this project 

that would make it possible to raise the level of existing technicians, giving 

them greater specific training regarding wine-making, preservation, 

stabilization and aging of Wines and derivatives. 
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F) SENSORIAL ANALYSIS 

Analysis using physical, chemical and microbiological methods makes it 

possible to establish an "X-ray" of the wine and to ascertain its analytical 

composition and possibilities regarding stability, preservation and aging. 

However, only sensorial analysis provides tl-orough knowledge of the product 

and thus the ;><>ssibility of ascertaining its cOBUBercial value and acceptance by 

the end consumer. 

It is therefore necessary to train technicians in this methodology (sensor~al 

analysis, tasting). 

In addition, this type of analysis is an excellent supplcaent to the 

physical, chemical and microbiological analyses for detecting accidents, 

defects, diseases, possibilities and suitability for aging in the wine. 

).TRAINING OF LOCAL TECHNICIANS ABROAD 

According to the guidelines received. a programme •as prepared for six 

Albanian technicians, to be trained in pairs, according to the follo"'ing 

tentative programme: 

tt.o technicians/experts should receive training in viticulture and "'ine

making and industrial training to perfect their knowledge of installations 

(wine-cellars and laboratories) and related modern operatir.g techniques. 

It would b'. desirable to carry out such training in Albania and Italy 

during the m~ilths of September-October 1988. 

Two technicians in chemical, physi.:al and microbiological analysis. who 

would specialize in these techniques, but specifically applied to wines; this 

could be carded out in April-May 1989 in France and Spain. 

Two wine-making techni· ~.ns specializing in cellar operations ("'ine-making 

and 1'ine technology) in September-October 1989 in Spa>. 

For all these programmes, we have initiated contacts in each of the 

countries and will submit them shortly to lTNIDO for decision. 

Technically, everything has been programmed so that the project can follo" 

the development envisaged. 

lte emphasize the suitability of Mr. \'anjel Zigori and Ml'. Zamir !11yftiu to 

head the project. 
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Table grapes. 16 per c.:ent 15.000.000 kg. 

The remaining 78,000,000 kg of grapes are intended for making industrial 

products: wines, Raki, Brandies etc. 

The distribution of grapes is as follows: 

Production from wine-making grapes: 

150,000 hl of wine; 

37,000 hl of spirits; 

50,000 hl of Brandy 

The rest is intended for •aking grape juice, vinegar and concentrated must. 

Of the 150,000 hl. of wine, 25-30 per cent is exported. 

Of the 50,000 hl of Brandy 90 per cent is exported. 

The s;>il"its are practically all consumed domestically. 

Of the 15.000.000 kgs of table grapes, 50 per cent are intended for export. 
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VI RECOHMENJ~n LIST OF EQUIPMENT FOR THE EXP~~I~ENTAL WINE CELLAR 

Capacity of the cc:?llar: 30,000 litres 

Two refrigeration units, one for the treatment of mu&ts being processed and 

the other for the stabilization treatment of wines; • 
The first should be able to cool the aust froa aabient temperature to 6° C 

(approxi•ately 1,000 litres/hour); 

Two air conditioners, 7,000 W; 

One earth filter (kieselguhr) with incorporated puap (1,000 litres/hour); 

One plate filter with 20 x 20 stainless steel plates. Fraae also of 

stainless material; 

One Millipore or Sartorius •embrane or cartridge filter. Capacity 1,500 

litres/hour; 

One horizontal press, model VASLIN l,000-1,500 kg.; 

One cylinder crusher with cylinders protected by cartridges or similar 

method, 1.000-1.500 kgs/hour.; 

One continuous press, 1,000 kg/hour; 

One piston pump for pastes, 1,000-1,500 kg/hour; 

T~o stainless steel centrifugal pumps, 1,500-2,000 kg/hour for decantin~ 

~ines; 

One ~ine-bottling machine, 800 bottles/hour, with bottle filler, corking 

and labelling devices. equipped for still wines and sparking wines; 

SOTE: That ~ould be the indispensable material. 

The Italian tender which has been selected by the Albanians is very 

appropriate and covers all the needs and, with th~ discount allowed. would 

permit import ~ithin the project budget. 
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V. ~~CO~;MENDEO LABORATORY EQUIPMENT 

At the moment. the Tirana Food Industry Institute posseses practically all 

of the equipment necessary to carry out all the analyses required for wines and 

their derivatives by using physical. chemical and microbiological methods. 

Ne~ertheless. it would be desirable to purchase the following to supplement 

the existing equipment; 

1 nephelometer; 
1 video cassette with colour 11<>nitor for use in training in viticulture, 

wine-making and tasting; 

1 filter and equipment for the counting of yeasts (Millipore and 

Sartorius) ; 
Flame photomet~r for the determination of sodium and potassium; 

1 French OMEGA pedal-operated grafting machine. 
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VI RECOMMENDED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON "ITICULTURE 

Traite d'Oenologie, I: .Katuration du raisin, fermenat~on alcoo!ique, 

vinification. Dunod, Paris, 1.960. 

<Edizione Italiana •rrattato di Enologia, Vol. I - llaturazione del-

1 'uva - fermentazione alcolica - vinificazione•, Edagricole, Bologna, 

l. 971>. 

Trai~~ d'OEllologie, II: Caracteres, trasfor:mations et traitements des 

vins. Dunod, Paris, 1.961. 

Analyse et controle des vins. Dunod, Paris, 1.985. 

<E._~i.zione i taiiana • Analisi e controllo dei vini", Ed3gricole, Bologna, 

~- 9661. 

Sciences et tecniques de la vigne: Traite d'ampeloiogie I. Biologie de 

la vigne. Sais des vignobles. Dunod, Paris, 1971. 

Sciences et tecniques de la vigne: Traite d'ampelologie II. Culture, 

pathologie, defense sanitaire de la vigne. Dunod, Paris, 1.971. 

Sciences et te~hniques du vin, Vol. I: ar~lyse et controle des vins. 

Dunod, Paris. 1.972. 

Sciences et techniques du vin, Vol. II: Caracteres des vins. Matura

tion du raisin. Levures et bacteries. Dunod, Paris, 1.975. 

Sciences et techniques du vin, Vol. III: Vinif1cation et conservation 

des vins. 

Ciencias y Tecnicas de la vi~a par Jean Ribeau-Gayon y Emile Peynaud. 

2 tomes. Editorial Hemisferio Sur. S.A. Argentina. Lo hay en !ranees: 

Sciencees et Techniques de la vigne. Editorial Dunod. Paris. 
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Viticultura General par A.J. Winkler. Compa~ia Editorial Continental 

S.A. Mexico. Lo ~yen ingles: Editori31 University of California Presa. 

Berkeley y Los Angeles. 

Precis de Viticultura par Pierre Galet. Kontpellier. 

Les lbladies et les parasites de la vigne, par Pierre Galet. 2 tones. 

Inp. •faysan du Midi•. Kontpellier. 

La poda de la vid par Luis Hidalgo. Editorial Mundi Prensa. lbdrid. 

Viticultura moderana par G. 03lmasso e I. Eynard. Editorial Huepli, 

Milano. 

Enile Peynod, "Connaissance et Travail du vin". Dunod, Paris 1.975. 

PUBLICATIOIS O.I.V. 

CODE DES CARACTERES DESCRIPTIFS DES VARIETES ET ESPECES DE VITIS 

<fran~ais, allemand, anglais, espagno}s>. 

RECUIL DES METHODES INTERNATIOffALES D'AJALYSE DES VINS 

Reimpression en fac-simile de !'edition 1.978. 

CODE IITERIArIOJAL DES PRATIQUES OEJOLOGIQUES 
~ . - . 

CODEX OENOLOGIQUE IITERJATIONAL 

LEXIQUE DE LA VIGIE ET DU VIN 

Reimpression en tac-simile de !'edition 1.963 

<fran~ais, allemand, anglais, espagnol, italien, portugais, russe> 
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VII RECOMMENDED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON OENOLOGY 

Luciano Usseglio-Tomasset 

CHIMICA EHOLOGICA 

Edizioni AEB, Brescia <Italia> 

Tullio De Rosa 

TECIOLOGIA DEI VIII BIAICHI 

Edizioni AEB, Brescia <Italia> 

Tullio De RoS3 

TECIOLOGIA DEI VINI SPUMAHTI 

Edizioni AEB, Brescia <Italia> 

P. G. Garoglio 

IUOVA EIOLOGIA. Enciclopedia Vitivinicola Kondiale. 

Edizioni AEB, Brescia <Italia> 

Antonio JIUdrid 

JlAlJUAL DE EIOLOGIA PRACTICA 

A. Jladrid Vicente, Ediciones. Madrid 
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RECOMMENDED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON S~NSORIAL ANALYSIS 

Aneriae M.A. Pangbora R.M. et Roessler E.B. 1.965. •Principles of 

sensory evaluation of food". Academie Press, Jew York. 

Leglise M., 1.986. •une initiation a la degustation des grands vins•. 

~fense et Illustration des Vins d'Origine, Lausanne. 

Le Jlagnen J.,1.949 •Qde~rs et parfums. Collection Que sais-je? Presses 

Universitaires de France, Paris. 

Le Jlagnen J., 1.951 •Les gouts et les saveurs". Collection Que sais-je? 

Presses Universitaires de Franca, Paris. 

Le Xagnen J., 1.962 "Vocabulaire technique des caracteres org3nolepti

ques et de la degustation des procuits alimentaires• Centre national de 

Coordination des Etudes et Recherches sur la Nutrition et l'Alimenta-

tion. 

Puisais J., Cbabanon R.L. Guiller A. et Lacoste J., q.969. •pr~cis d'i

nitation A la degustation. Institut technique du Vin, Paris. 

Vedel A., Charles G., Charnay P. et Tourmeau J., 1.972 •Essai sur la 

degustation des vins• Societe d'Edition et d' Inforlll3tions viti-vinico-

coles, ){Aeon. 

Peynaud, Emile. 1.980. •Le gout du vin". Dunod, Paris. 
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UNIOO. ONUDI 
UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT INDUSTRIEL 

VROJECT IN THE PEOPLE'S SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA 

JOB DESCRIPTI0!-4 

DP/ALB/86/004/11-51/J.13103 

POST TITLE International Consultant in Enology 

DVRATION 10 days 

DATE REQUIRED January 1981 

DUTY STATION Tirana with travel ~ithin the country 

P~RPOSE OF P~OJECT Provide support to the Government for the 
development and expansion of the food 
industrial sector through reinforcement of 
the ~xisting institutional infrastructure 
<Institute of the Food Industry) and direct 
contribution to the local industrial plants. 

DUTIES In co-ordination ~ith an expert in 
viticulture, the consultant will provide 
support to the Institute of the Food Industry 
-!FI- in Albania for the identification of 
the technical constraints of the national 
~ine production sector, and for the 
definition of the appropriate technical 
contribution that IFI could provide to the 
industrial plants. The consultant will be 
expected to carry out the following duties: 

Visit the most important wine production 
plants in the country (previously 
defined by l, identify their 
technical prob ... 11s and the necessary 
action the Institute/Government shall 
take to technically upgrade the sector; 



Ql'ALI FICAT!·)t\S 

LA~GL'AGE 

BACKGROL'ND 
!~FORMATION 
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Assess the IFI facilities and its 
equipment resources, the project for the 
establishment of the new experimental 
station and define the appropriate 
technical contribution that IFI shall 
provide to the industrial plants for 
continued development of the sector. 
The consultant will also support IFI, 
specifically: 

In the preparation of the detailed 
equipment specifications for the 
experimental station and laboratory, 
including the technical literature to 
be acquired; 

Support the !FI/Government in the 
preparation of a detailed three month 
training p~ogramme in an European 
technical centre for wine-making, for 
four national experts. 

The consultant will also be expected to 
prepare a joint technical report with the 
expert in viticulture, setting out all the 
findings of his/her mission and 
recommendations to the Government on the 
follow-up action which might be taken. 

Professional with background in Food or 
Chemical Engineering or Food Technology with 
a wide experience in the wine industry in 
Western Europe and with a substantial 
knowledge of the wine production. 

English or French. 
desirable. 

Knowledge of Italian is 

Agro-industry as a sector in Albania has in 
recent years played an important role in the 

country's economic and social development. 

Besides the tobacco industry, which is 
responsible for the second largest source of 
foreign erchan•e in the country, the food 
industry is particularly important for being, 
in fact, th~ third largest source of export 
revenue anti for its social impact on the 
domestic market. 
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Within the food industry, processing 
including 

of 
the fruits and vegetables, 

production of wine is the most important 
activity, specially in terms of external 
revenue. 

There are presently in AlbaniR, four 
industrial plants processing fruits to 
produce juice: one in Tirana producing orange 
and apple Juice, one in southern Albania 
producing orange juice, and two plants in the 
north producing basically apple juice. It is 
estimated that more than 200,000 tones of 
fruits and processed annually to produce 
juices. 

The local uine industry is, however, more 
relevant in terms of processing plant 
numbers. There are about 20 plants with 
capacities varying from 25-200 tones of 
grapes per day (8 hour shifts) and also some 
small producers, processing, all together, 
around 50,000 to~es of gcapes per season. 

The Institute of the Food Industry -!Fl- in 
Albania is the organization technically 
responsible for the development of the fc..Jd 
industry in the country. 

The Institute, in co-ordination with other 
national technical and scientific 
organizations, is responsible for providing 
technical assistance to the productior. 
plants, through engineering studies for 
plant construction and equipment 
installation, laboratory tests (chemical, 
physical and microbiological), research and 
development of new products and processes, 
and upgrading the technical level of the 
existing plants. 

The Instjtute is also 
Quality Control of 
products, particularly 
and chemical controls. 

responsible for the 
the exported food 
the microbio~ogical 

The experimental station to be built by the 
Institute is part of its development plans to 
continue to assist the production plants i~ 
the country, specially to assure quality, 
increase plant productivity and their 
competitiveness in the international market. 
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The Institute will be responsible fo~ the 
construction of all the necessary builuings 
for the experimental station. The Governm~nt 
is requesting complementary technical support 
from the United Nations through equipment 
acquisition and training of some of the 
Institute's representatives. 



UNIOO. ONU01 
UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT INDUSTRIEL 

PROJECT IN THE PEOPLE'S SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

DP/ALB/86/004/11-52/J.13103 

POST TITLE International Consultant in Viticulture 

DURATION 10 days 

DATE REQUIRED January 1987 

DUTY STATION Tirana with travel within the country 

PURPOSE OF PROJECT Provide support to the Government for the 
development and expansion of the food 
industrial sector through reinforcement of 
the existing institutional infrastructure 
(Institute of the Food Industry) and direct 
contribu~ion to the local industrial plants. 

DUTIES In co-ordination with an expert in enology, 
the consultant will provide support to the 
Institute of the Food Industry -IFI- in 
Albania for the identification of the 
technical constraints of the national wine 
production sector, and for the definition of 
the appropriate technical contribution that 
IFT could provide to the industrial plants. 
The consultant will be expected to carry out 
the follo~ing duties: 

Visit the most important vineyards in 
the country (previously defined by IFI>, 
identifying possible constraints and 
pointing out the necessary action for 
the development and expansion of the 
wine production sector in Albania; 



Ql'ALIFICATIONS 

LANGUAGE 
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INFORMATION 
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Assess the laboratory facilities of IFI 
and other associated national technical 
and scientific organizations, the 
project for the establishment of the 
new experimental station and, 
collaborate in the definition of the 
appropriate technical contribution that 
IFI shall provide to the industrial 
plants for continued development of the 
sector. The consultant will also 
support IFI, specifically: 

In the preparation of the detailed 
equipment specifications for the 
lah~ratory, including the technical 

literature to be acquired; 

Support the !FI/Government in the 
preparation of a detailed three month 
training programme in an European 
technical centre for wine-making, for 
four-national experts. 

consultant will also be expected to 

prepare a joint technical report with the 
setting out all the expert in Enology, 

findings of bis/her mission and 

recommendations to- the Governm~n~ on the 

follow-up action which might be taken. 

Professional with background ir. Agronomy or 
Biology with a ~ide experience in the wine 
industry in Western Europe and with a 
substantial knowledge of the wine-grape 
growing component of the industry. 

English or French. 
desirable. 

Agro-industry as a sector in Albania has in 
recent years played an important role in the 
country's economic and social development. 

Besides the tobacco industry, which is 
responsible for the second largest source of 
foreign exchange in the country, the food 
industry is particularly important for being, 
in fact, the third largest source of export 
revenue and for its social impact on the 
domestic market. 
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food industry, processing of 
vegetables, including the 

of wine is the most important 
specially in terms of external 

Within the 
fruits and 
production 
activity, 
revenue. 

There are presently in Albania, four 
industrial plants processing fruits to 
produce juice: one in Tirana producing orange 
and apple Juice, one in southern Albania 
producing orange juice, and two plants in the 
north producing basically apple juice. It is 
estiaated that more than 200,000 tones of 
fruits and processed annually to produce 
juices. 

The local wine industry is, however, aore 
relevant in terms of processing plant 
numbers. There are about 20 plants with 
capacities varying from 25-200 tones of 
grapes per day (8 hour shifts) and also some 
small producers, processing, all together, 
around 50,000 tones of grapes per season. 

of the Food Industry -!FI- in 
the organization technically 

for the development of the food 
the country. 

The Institute 
Alba~ia is 
responsible 
industry in 

The Institute, in co-ordination with other 
national technical and scientific 
organizations, is responsible for providing 
technical assistance to the production 
plants, through engineering studies for 
plant construction and equipment 
installation, laboratory tests (chemical, 
physical and microbiological), research and 
development of new products and processes, 
and upgrading the technical level of the 
existing plants. 

The Institute is al~o 
Quality Control of 
products, particularly 
and chemical controls. 

responsible for the 
the exported food 
the microbiological 

The experimental station to be built by the 
Institute is part of its development plans to 
continue to assist the production plants in 
the country, specially to assure quality, 
increase plant productivity and their 
competitiveness in the international market. 
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The Institute will be responsible for the 
construction of all the necessary buildings 
for the experiaentPl station. The Government 
is requesting compleaentary technical support 
from the United Nations through equipment 
acquisition and training of soae of the 
Institute's representatives. 




